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   About six years ago now, John Batchelor, owner  
of Single Batch Designs in Covington, KY, turned his  
passion for woodworking into a business producing  
bespoke furniture. Together with a skilled team, John  
has produced hundreds of pieces that have shipped to 
over twenty-five states, Canada, and as far as Singapore; 
Single Batch prides itself on crafting furniture that reflects 
customers’ personalities, or in this case their business.
   The bespoke Bubinga conference table we have  
featured represents hundreds of hours of work, from  
the moment it was defined by the customer, through  
the time it took the Single Batch Designs team to design, 
source materials, and craft every detail to perfection.  
Diamond D Industries is a heavy construction specialist 
company providing complete land access services, from 
planning and permitting through site restoration and 
maintenance—laying construction, crane, and timber  
mats along the way. Thus, the idea for a conference  
table was born for their home office: to create a “crane/
construction mat” representing the business using  
imported wood with an industrial inspiration.
   The finished table is 12’ long, 4’ wide, and 5” thick, built  
out of five 16/4 (or 4”) thick Bubinga timbers to replicate  
a real world crane/construction mat (note the unique  
gaps on the ends of the table with steel running through). 
While not a technically sophisticated project, it proved 
logistically challenging with each timber weighing  
hundreds of pounds. Boring the holes for the ties required 
precision, as well as skill to avoid blunting bits or igniting 
the wood, because Bubinga is quite dense. The finished 
top was paired with a custom industrial inspired and 
distressed table base. The whole set weighed over 1 ton, 
taking eight adults to move the table top into place. The 
end result is a one-of-a-kind functional statement piece, 
now residing in Diamond D’s headquarters in Louisiana.
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• 8/4 Boules

• 8/4, 10/4 FAS&BTR

• 5/4, 6/4, 7/4, 16/4 FAS&BTR Quarter Cut

• Live Edge Slabs ranging from 10-20’ in length, 18-64” in width,  
  and 1-21/2” in thicknesses.

M. Bohlke Bubinga inventory available now

From conception to reality
Using wood to elevate spaces
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Wenge, more than accent wood
   Wenge has been a favorite of woodworkers for decades; it is  
traditionally used as veneer for ornate inlay and paneling, but  
we say that Wenge can also shine all on its own, especially in  
highend furniture pieces—and we have the projects to prove it.
   Firstly, this species is not much different than working other  
tropical woods; it is great with both spray applied finishes and  
handrubbed oil finishes. Wenge is used widely in the highend  
flooring industry because of its denseness and raw beauty, and  
is also known in some circles as a great wood for instruments.  
Secondly, we consider it to be moderately priced for such a  
unique species that is also so versatile in applications.
   And lastly, Wenge is one of the most naturally occurring dark 
woods in the world and is often a substitute for Ebony. This  
handsome dark brown, almost black, species works well in many  
settings when compared to other imported species—black simply 
fits into most spaces and color palettes well. 
   The 9’x5’ ping pong table (pictured top right) was designed  
and crafted by Goebel Furniture, based out of St. Louis, MO.  
The size of the table is of standard regulation proportions, but  
that’s about where the company departed from the “normal”  
ping pong table; sawn herringbone veneer top with solid  
edging and Japanese Sen inlay on top and Sen “net,” ultimately 
showcasing Wenge in the bespoke design. 
   Below the stunning ping pong table, we have a Wenge live  
edge slab (a rarity in of itself) turned chic computer desk for a  
residential project before delivery. At M. Bohlke Lumber, we have 
some slabs from this very same log available, ranging in lengths 
from 11.5’ to over 13’. 
   In addition to 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 Wenge square edge  
lumber, we have a select inventory of Wenge live edge slabs,  
a rare and unique form of lumber for this species. Contact your  
M. Bohlke Corp. representative to reserve a Wenge slab, or reach  
out to our team today to get started if you aren’t connected with 
a rep yet. You can also view our Wenge veneer at mbveneer.com/
browse/veneer-catalog
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Chestnut, Euro | 4/4, 8/4 FAS&BTR • Ebony, Amara | 4/4, 8/4 FAS&BTR

Ebony, Brown | Live Edge • Ipe | Live Edge • Oak, Euro Pippy | 4/4 FAS&BTR

Oak, Spessart | 4/4 Boules  • Padauk, African | 4/4 FAS&BTR

Paldao | 4/4 FAS&BTR • Purpleheart | 4/4 FAS&BTR

Santos | 4/4 FAS&BTR • Teak | 4/4, 5/4, 7/4, 8/4, 10/4 FAS&BTR

Wenge | 4/4, 8/4 FAS&BTR

New Lumber Arrivals Sustainably using one  
of Earth’s most beautiful  
resources to enrich  
the world around us.   
SQUARE EDGE | BOULES | LIVE EDGE SLABS | BASES | CANTS
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